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0 of 0 review helpful Three Stars By Charles J Perkins Interesting but too much history and not enough jade 
information for me Kind of a slow read 1 of 4 review helpful Repeating the mistakes of others the anti intellectual 
approach By William J Mauthe This book portrays nephrite as a virtually monochromatic green stone to make cute 
animal carvings from ala Lyle S Beautiful translucent and indestructible jade has a mystique that s captivated people 
since Neolithic times Stan Leaming Canada s leading jade geologist was fascinated by this unusual gem he is credited 
with pioneering the emergence of the jade industry in British Columbia Leaming shares his unique insight into the 
science and magic of jade in this passionate exploration of the green stone s development from prehistoric tool to objet 
d art The reader is About the Author Stanley Stan Fraser Leaming was born in Minnedosa Manitoba in 1917 and 
moved to Brandon Manitoba at a young age There Stan attended prospecting school in 1939 At 23 he entered the 
RCAF and he was discharged from Second World Wa 
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